
PARENTESE
Is There a Method to the Madness?



Inspiration and starting my assignment

■ IV-course: Language and Cognition

■ Finding sources

– Ethical issues

– Limited sources

■ Structuring my assignment



My thesis statement

■ “I will explore the characteristics, functions, and universality of parentese. I will

investigate the advantages and disadvantages of this type of speech and argue for

the fact that this particular language has beneficial functions and there is a reason

that many of us use it”.



Characteristics of parentese/infant-
directed speech (IDS)
■ The speech is performed in shorter and simpler sentences. Simple words are isolated,

and the speech is slower, higher in pitch, and performed with a wider pitch range than

ADS (adult-directed speech).

■ ’IDS shows more consistent cues to focus, such that focused words are placed at the

end of sentences and marked with exaggerated pitch peaks much more frequently than

in ADS (...). Thus, in comparison with ADS, IDS cues convey more clearly the talker's

emotional state and communicative intent. In addition, large prosodic units and

information structure are signalled more clearly in IDS’ (Cristia 2013, 160).



The Phonetics of Parentese

Alejandria Cristia (2013) recorded changes

between IDS and ADS .



Parentese and Language Acquisition 
■ Research into prosodic cues, specifically pauses in IDS in comparison to ADS by 

Nelson et. al. (2013).



Parentese and Language Acquisition

■ They argue that when infants prefer segmentation at the boundary of clauses, they

must have picked up on some aspects of syntax already and will continue to learn

more by being addressed in parentese. But even though there is an indication of a

preferred speech and segmentation of that speech, it is not clear whether the infant

is actually learning proper syntax and if parentese is a contributor to first language

acquisition.



Parentese and 
Language Acquisition 

■ ‘(...) the 21-month-olds learned 
associations between the novel words 
and novel objects when they heard IDS 
but not when they heard ADS’ (Ma et. 
al. 2011, 196). 

■ ‘when using the ADS materials, the 27-
month- olds demonstrated word 
learning in both test blocks, and high-
vocabulary 21-month-olds also showed 
word learning in test block 2’ (Ma et. 
al. 2011, 196). 



The Universality of Parentese
■ Reilly and Bellugi conducted a study where they investigated the presence of

parentese in ASL with a special attention to whether the mothers’ expression would
try to convey affective information or grammatical distinctions.

■ Conveying emotion through facial expressions is important for the bond between
parent and child, but facial expression are also used in American Sign Language
(ASL) to convey linguistic meaning e.g., ‘furrowed brows’ and head tilt to signal a wh-
question (Reilly and Bellugi 1996, 225). They found that parents of infants under
the age of two years old performed ungrammatical sentences, possible to avoid
conveying the wrong emotion (anger), whereas the parents of infants over the age of
two performed grammatical sentences with furrowed brows and head tilt (1996,
229).



American Sign Language
■ The parents did not know they were being ungrammatical.

■ The youngest group therefore did not receive the same level of grammar as those of

hearing parents where the parentese is consistently grammatical.

■ Albeit ungrammatical, this morphological simplification is consistent with the

simplified language that is found in spoken parentese.

■ ‘Similar to hearing parents, deaf parents modify the language they direct to their 

toddlers. They too, sign more slowly, use shorter sentences, use much repetition and 

substitute proper names for pronouns’ (1996, 235). 



The Social Impact of Parentese 

■ Elinor Ochs (1993) conducted gender research and proposed ‘a relation between the

position and image of women in society and language use in caregiver-child interaction’

(1993, 346).

■ ‘”Mother" is underrated because she does not socialize children to acknowledge her

participation in accomplishments. "Mother" is ignored because through her own

language behaviour, "mother" has become invisible’ (1993, 355).

– This is what it means to be a parent though. All the hard work, none of the credit.



The “why not” approach

■ Many parents will do whatever it takes if it means that their children learn just a bit

more efficiently and thereby avoid them falling behind. This might also be why

parentese is predominant in the Western World where academic competition is still

on the rise.

■ As long as research show that parentese can (not will) facilitate language, why not?



Further research

■ One could investigate whether the conversion from parentese to ADS actually serves

as a disadvantage, as the infant has to relearn personal pronouns (subject “me”

becomes “I”) and converge baby-talk to ADS (“tummy” becomes “stomach”).

■ In addition, one could compare the stages of language acquisition in age of children

from parentese and non-parentese cultures, perhaps predicting that parentese

children will produce faster language (in baby-talk), but that non-parentese children

will produce ADS faster.
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